State Drama Students
Take Top Honors
At RPI Arts Festival

Pauline Attorney and Jan Bedny, winners of the first prize of the Religious Arts Festival at RPI.

State University News

Play Review

'The Stranger' Highlights Four
Generally Good Ad Presentations

by Libby Stroud

A play, "The Stranger," by Williams, has received some attention. It is a fine play with an excellent cast. The author's attempt to express the events is carried over into the lighting, with Lois Rathbone as Mrs. Hergeth. The lighting is most excellent in a rather difficult role. Brenda Smith as the unhappy woman. Each character is well developed and each plays the role convincingly.

Movie Review

Disney Picture, 'Fantasia'
Still Great Film Treat

by Raul Jacques

"Fantasia," which has been shown in various forms for many years, is still one of the best films ever made. The animation is superb, and the music is wonderful. The film is a masterpiece of animation and music, with the music adding greatly to the film's appeal.

The CIRCO THE COGE

by Libby Stroud

If you're thinking about going to the circus, you might want to consider the "Circo The Coge." It's a great show with some of the most amazing acts you'll ever see. From acrobats to clowns, it's a show that is sure to entertain.

Finance Committee
Freezes Budgets Of 5 Organizations

State University News

Senate Authorizes Two Individuals, Services Group to Charter Buses

Pre-Registration To Begin Soon

State University News

Foster Child Contributions Still of Short Goal

State University News
Dippikill Referendum

The question has been raised in many minds, including ours, whether the existence of our wilderness haven at Dippikill is justified. We believe it is not.

The camp is located ninety miles to the north, within easy reach only of the few students fortunate enough to have cars. With this, large amounts of student money have been spent on the camp and plans are being made for a $50,000 lodge to be constructed.

We believe that the expenditure of such large amounts of money should benefit more students. We also feel that the entire student body should make the decisions, via a referendum, on whether to keep Dippikill or to sell.

We call upon Senate to include such a referendum, and to inform the student body of exactly how much money has been raised.

Nomination Law Avoids Referendum

Senate seems to think that the law justifies the means these days. The Senate-Nomination Law stands as a case in point.

This law provides a rather direct manner of maneuvering by which Senate was able to avoid having to go through the trouble of holding a student referendum. The Senate-Nomination Law forces every person wishing to be elected to Senate to announce his intention to attend at least three Senate meetings.

In the past, with the inclusion of the Senate-Nomination Law, none of the new candidates had the opportunity to vote regarding the Senate-Nomination Law, as a matter of knowing if you'd be ready to attend Senate meetings.

Senate nominally gets around this little hitch by making the three meeting requirement a necessity for nomination, not for election. The reason given for this maneuvering is that the Government-Bureaucracy Committee plans to submit an amendment to the Senate-Nomination Law which Senate would be responsible to see that no conflicts arise in his examinations.

In cases where conflicts are avoidable, a student could get permission from his advisor to schedule the exam.

This would prove beneficial for freshmen, who would have to be in twenty minutes out of their classes at exam time, and students would be able to spread their exams out a bit better.

We have finally gotten a round to discussing a new, intelligent regulation in the Senate. Let's prevent the trend with the Senate schedule.

Campus Chest Campaign Concludes

With Addition of Two New Activities

The College Board on Sunday, November 17, marked the end of this year's Campus Chest Drive. The purpose of this drive was to raise money for Student Federal Services, the National Scholarship and Fund for Negro Students, and the Alumni Community Chest.

Senate (More)

Included in this article is a letter sent by Senator James Miles to the U.S. Senate. The letter was written by Senator Miles in support of the Senate's campaign.

The letter, written in support of the Senate's campaign, was sent to the U.S. Senate. The letter was written by Senator Miles in support of the Senate's campaign.

MYSKANIA Answers Senator: Senate Has Power to Charter Buses

The Student Association

As many of you have already learned from the letter we received from Senator James Miles (Friday, November 15th), the College Senate has a definite power to charter buses. Senator Miles has thus far replied to our letter, and we hope in the near future to receive a letter from him.

He has been very kind in his reply, and has promised to write us a letter as soon as possible. He has also promised to write us a letter as soon as possible.

The Senate is in a very difficult position, and we hope that Senator Miles will give them the authority to charter buses.

Campus Chest Drive was made up of several different groups such as Mr. Lippert '65. The goal for this year's drive was set at $14,000,000, with the final score being $14,000,000. The goal for this year's drive was set at $14,000,000, with the final score being $14,000,000.

The Senate will be able to see how much money has been raised by students, and will be able to see how much money has been raised by students.

Since the Senate's campaign was successful, we believe that the Senate will be able to see how much money has been raised by students, and will be able to see how much money has been raised by students.

Campus Chest Drive was made up of several different groups such as Mr. Lippert '65. The goal for this year's drive was set at $14,000,000, with the final score being $14,000,000.

JUDITH L. MILLER

Voters

From this letter, Senator Miles has assured us that the Senate has the authority to charter buses. We have also been assured that the Senate has the authority to charter buses.

The Senate is in a very difficult position, and we hope that Senator Miles will give them the authority to charter buses.

Since the Senate's campaign was successful, we believe that the Senate will be able to see how much money has been raised by students, and will be able to see how much money has been raised by students.

Since the Senate's campaign was successful, we believe that the Senate will be able to see how much money has been raised by students, and will be able to see how much money has been raised by students.

Campus Chest Drive was made up of several different groups such as Mr. Lippert '65. The goal for this year's drive was set at $14,000,000, with the final score being $14,000,000.

Since the Senate's campaign was successful, we believe that the Senate will be able to see how much money has been raised by students, and will be able to see how much money has been raised by students.
Defeat of Bonds Assists Jersey Democrat Decline

Emerging Africa—A View by an Exchange Student

Common-Slater

Common-Slater

House Howls

SHOULD AULD ACQUAINTANCE AND JAZZ LIKE THAT

STATE UNIVERSITY NEWS, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1963

WSU Schedule

11:00 a.m. "Campus Bear" Leno, Common-Slater
2:00 p.m. "Broadway Serenade" Leno, Common-Slater
4:00 p.m. "Patriot Vocal & Dance" Leno, Common-Slater
5:00 p.m. "Break with the Band" Leno, Common-Slater
8:00 p.m. "Joe Jones" Leno, Common-Slater
9:00 p.m. "Rockin' With the Rock" Leno, Common-Slater
10:00 p.m. "Bill Morgan" Leno, Common-Slater
11:00 p.m. "True Romance" Leno, Common-Slater

CURRENT EVENTS
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KB in AMIA Keg League Sunberth Waterbury Second, Potter Third

By Gary Neely
Kappa Beta retained its lead in the A.M.I.A. scotch bowling league with a 7-0 shut out over TXO. The strong KB performance was led by Al Barnard (583) and Jim Gittleman (557). KB rolled over their opponents in three straight games, bringing its record to 14-0. Dave Roeg (227) and Kirk Ellis (544) were high for the winners, while Dick Kimball (548) and Ray Lalonde set the pace for TXO with a 10-0 record in league play.

Bowlers 7-0 Shut-out over TXO. The strong KB performance was led by Al Barnard (583) and Jim Gittleman (557). KB rolled over their opponents in three straight games, bringing its record to 14-0. Dave Roeg (227) and Kirk Ellis (544) were high for the winners, while Dick Kimball (548) and Ray Lalonde set the pace for TXO with a 10-0 record in league play.

Bowlers 7-0 Shut-out over TXO. The strong KB performance was led by Al Barnard (583) and Jim Gittleman (557). KB rolled over their opponents in three straight games, bringing its record to 14-0. Dave Roeg (227) and Kirk Ellis (544) were high for the winners, while Dick Kimball (548) and Ray Lalonde set the pace for TXO with a 10-0 record in league play.

Bowlers 7-0 Shut-out over TXO. The strong KB performance was led by Al Barnard (583) and Jim Gittleman (557). KB rolled over their opponents in three straight games, bringing its record to 14-0. Dave Roeg (227) and Kirk Ellis (544) were high for the winners, while Dick Kimball (548) and Ray Lalonde set the pace for TXO with a 10-0 record in league play.
Albany — the City Around Us

by John Mercer

Albany is a state of transition. A hot knife has been thrust into its unconscious past and the process of creating what has been fashioned from many years. Sometimes these new slices there will soon be modern office buildings; its once crowded with they bars and soda shops now serve as parking lots.

One of these, however, a so-called "slum" are not always all that the term implies. Many buildings in the city do not have the usual image of them. Many are clean and reasonably well-kept, their only fault that of being old, and consequently, starting to slump and fall. The location is often the only reason for the demolition of a building. We must also remember that modern apartment buildings are more than smart; they are homes for many people. New homes drawn a place may be, it is the home of some people and not formed a home for all. Consideration of this fact may give some insight into the objections to urban renewal.

South Mall

A total of 65 acres in downtown Albany is now undergoing urban renewal to make room for many new state government buildings, known as the South Mall project. This project serves a dual purpose; it not only clears out many buildings that should have been torn down years ago, but it also provides space for many much-needed buildings to house various departments of the state government.

Between the little excavation and the construction of the new buildings, however, the state of the Mall area is unique. The existing buildings stand like a child's forgotten toys; they seem to realize their usefulness is lost and the end of this realization. The doors are boarded up, the windows are broken, and a few of them are leaning.

They are new inhabitants. Pigeons constantly fly in and out through the broken glass, scurry through the broken windows to perch in a thousand useless doorways. The state of the roads is now one of Hirosinbosis, a kind of death in the air.

New-Finding Cycle

This is the last stage of the transition of the transition. The people have moved to other, similar buildings in the city, but the old apartment buildings stand in empty lots of their former inhabitants. The old concrete slabs, and the apartment buildings are the receptacles of countless visions of the unknown.

Within the next few years all these buildings will be gone; the mosaic will turn into the concrete desert, the city, purged of its oldest elements — the elements which give it its identity. With them will go the people who rule society. Clean, new, modern offices will be erected, and the whole area will be new to the newest.

It will be then, the cycle is complete, that it can begin again and what it the renewal now will eventually become; once more, the cancer that will have to be removed.

NOTICES

A & W Root Beer DRIVE-IN

HOME OF THE 'BURGER FAMILY'

Place for every appetite

Meet the 'Burger Family' —

Papa burger Mamma burger
Teen burger Baby burger

"Enjoy Yourself, Rain or Shine
Under Our Car Port"

1602 WESTERN AVENUE Daily 11 a.m. — midnight
"Just Past the Nor'wester"
Fri. — Sat. 11 a.m. — 1 a.m.